MAG USA • Escape Lounges • Car Parking Services • P3, Retail & Terminal Developments

THE AWARD-WINNING
AIRPORT EXPERTS
UK-BASED. GLOBALLY-FOCUSED.
Manchester Airports Group is a global airport company currently
serving 50 million passengers a year. We own and operate
four UK airports - Manchester, London Stansted, East Midlands
and Bournemouth - which contribute nearly $6bn to the British
economy. Our airports also consistently outperform the market.
We saw a strong passenger growth of 10.7% over the last year,
and our combined Group gross revenue in 2015 was $1.1billion.

We are privately managed on behalf of our shareholders,
Manchester City Council, nine wider Greater Manchester
Councils and Industry Funds Management (IFM). IFM is a highly
experienced, long-term investor in airports and already has
significant interests in ten different airports across both Europe
and Australia.
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MAG USA
HAS LANDED

A NEW AMERICAN FRONTIER
MAG USA was launched in 2015 and since then, we have made
a grand entrance into the US airport market. Our ultimate aim is
to become the USA’s ‘go-to’ organization for delivering marketleading commercial solutions that transform customer experiences
in airports. In particular, MAG USA is focused on airport lounges,
car parking services and P3, retail & terminal developments.
In December 2015 the first US Escape Lounge opened in
Minneapolis St. Paul International Airport, followed by Bradley
International Airport in Hartford, Connecticut and Oakland
International Airport in California in fall 2016.

Rosie, who in 2014
was named by Premier
Magazine as one of
the ‘30 most compelling
women in the travel
industry’, leads
MAG USA.

ROSEMARIE ANDOLINO - MAG USA CEO AND PRESIDENT

Our CEO and President is Rosemarie Andolino, overseeing the
development of MAG’s North American airport services business.
Rosemarie joined MAG following more than 12 years at the
Chicago Department of Aviation (CDA). As Commissioner
she oversaw the management and operation of one of the
world’s busiest airport systems during a period of rapid
expansion and redevelopment. She revived the organization’s
focus on customer service as well as leading the $26 million
redevelopment of O’Hare’s international terminal, which drove
record growth in retail and commercial revenues.
In addition, Rosemarie oversaw the $8 billion O’Hare
Modernization Program (OMP), which reconfigured the airport’s
complicated intersecting runways to improve efficiency and
enhance the traveler’s experience. This infrastructure program
was implemented on time, under budget and without disruption
to one of the world’s busiest airfields.
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BOOSTING YOUR
BUSINESS OFFERING
AN IDEAL GETAWAY FOR
PASSENGERS. A PERFECT
UPGRADE FOR AIRPORTS.
Introducing Escape Lounge, MAG’s award-winning common use
lounge, offering a relaxing atmosphere away from the hustle and
bustle of the airport environment. However, the benefits are not
just for your customers. As they relax with the very best
Chef-inspired food and drink in Escape’s stress-free atmosphere,
you are cementing your airport’s reputation as the go-to airport
for discerning passengers.

100% SELFCAPITALIZED

An airport lounge with great facilities is the kind of thing savvy
passengers have come to expect, and any airport that has
one is clearly going the extra mile to cater to this sought-after
demographic. And what’s more, it’s open to all. With all the
amenities of a high-end business class lounge without the
restrictions, we maximize the the number of people who can
pass through our doors.
When it comes to building, our aim is always to be flexible.
Whether your airport has 1,000sq ft of available space
or 10,000sq ft, we can work with you on your individual
requirements. We can also build lounges in airports with
de-centralized teminals, creating a main lounge with small
satellites on the concourses.

THINKING OUTSIDE THE LOUNGE
As we continue to grow, our aim is to move beyond the lounge
itself, creating initiatives to better serve customers looking for an
end-to-end premium experience. Our goal is to offer everything
from partnerships with local membership programs, airport
gate-to-gate escorts, personal shopping, in-lounge duty free
and much more.
Escape Lounge is a unique common use lounge proposition and
we have no exclusivity with any other lounge access programs,
credit cards or airlines. We encourage a partnership approach,
working hand in hand with airport stakeholders.
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‘I FOUND THE ESCAPE LOUNGE TO BE A
WELCOMING AND RELAXING SPACE WITH
FRIENDLY STAFF, GOOD FOOD, STRONG
WIFI, COMFORTABLE SEATING, AND THE
BEST VIEW OF THE AIRFIELD.’
TRIPADVISOR USER
MSP ESCAPE LOUNGE

TRANQUILITY
Passengers can get away from the hustle and bustle of the main
terminal and enjoy the calming atmosphere of our lounge. Helpful
staff will look after them as they use our quiet space to relax, read,
browse the web and prepare for the journey ahead.

GIVING OUR
GUESTS WHAT
THEY WANT
LOUNGES DESIGNED
FOR THE VERY BEST
AIRPORT EXPERIENCE
At MAG USA, we know what passengers want. Install one
of our Escape Lounges - as we have in six successful locations
in both the UK and the USA - and you will show you have
the needs, wants and desires of an exclusive and discerning
audience firmly in mind. An Escape Lounge makes a clear
statement, both to passengers and airlines alike, that your
airport is one fully capable of providing a real, exclusive
pre-travel experience.

WORKPLACE
The lounge is not just about relaxation, it also affords exactly
the right kind of environment to catch up on a bit of work. With
plenty of desk space, printing facilities, high speed Wi-Fi and
USB and charging outlets, it is a great spot to work in.

FREE WIFI
As well as our high speed Wi-Fi, travelers can find laptop and
tablet charging points, and web-enabled tablets. Throughout the
lounge guests have easy access to the web, enabling them to
stay connected at all times.

READING AREA
Our lounges are the perfect place for travelers to catch up with the
daily news or relax with a magazine. Our calm, sedate reading
area is the ideal spot for passengers to put their feet up and enjoy a
bit of peace and quiet before boarding their flight.

FOOD & DRINK
Our daily menus offer the best in fresh food. If passengers want
a light bite, breakfast, lunch or dinner, our expert chefs offer
delicious dishes using the best in local produce. Our bar is also
well stocked with wines, beers, liquors and spirits as well as a
great range of non-alcoholic drinks.
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MARKETING
MATTERS
WHEN PROMOTING OUR
AIRPORT LOUNGES, WE GO
THE EXTRA MILE
Our dedicated, experienced marketing team
will use a tried and tested marketing strategy,
one that reaches potential guests early in their
pre-travel research as well as when they are
on-site.
We also have a dedicated website at
escapelounges.com where passengers
can book in advance as well as browse the
services we offer.

MULTI-CHANNEL
DISTRIBUTION IN THE UK

28.5%

Since launching Escape Lounges in the UK in 2010, we
have developed a hugely successful distribution strategy. In
the US we are already building a network of select partners
to enable us to successfully market our lounges.

CAME FROM

AIRLINE CONTRACTS

4%

CAME FROM
OTHER SOURCES
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53.5%

14%

CAME FROM
OUR OWN CHANNEL

CAME FROM

DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS

ESCAPE IN
NUMBERS
SINCE LAUNCHING ESCAPE
LOUNGES IN THE UK,
GUEST USE HAS SKYROCKETED
1.75 MILLION

$6.5 MILLION

Guests since 2010

Annual sales

705,000
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Forecasted guests for 2016

Five in the UK & three in the US

Total Guests:

361,963

2013

2015

Total Guests:

358,823

Grand total for all terminals:

2013

2014

149,145

119,979

99,398

123,664

119,365
2014

Fiscal years

Escape Lounge T3

2015

115,794

2014

Fiscal years

Escape Lounge T2

120,266

2013

121,983

119,714

Escape Lounge T1

MANCHESTER CASE STUDY

2015

Fiscal years

Total Guests:

368,522

1,089,308
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MINNEAPOLIS ST PAUL INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT CASE STUDY

AMERICA’S FIRST
ESCAPE LOUNGE
AVAILABLE TO ALL MSP PASSENGERS
MSP welcomes approximately 35 million passengers each year.
Our new Escape Lounge is the airport’s first common-use lounge,
available to all MSP passengers for a fee.
To furnish the lounge, we worked closely with selected partners
to source furniture suitable for our Escape Lounge specifications
from US-based manufacturers. Sustainable materials were
selected where possible.

THE PREMIUM LOUNGE
FOR EVERY PASSENGER
Opened in December 2015 on the mezzanine level of Terminal
1-Lindberg, our flagship lounge in the US provides the airport’s
passengers with an opportunity to begin their travel in the most
enjoyable and relaxing way possible. Our Escape Lounge staff pride
themselves on their excellent attention to detail and customer service
and are more than happy to help with any additional services a traveler
may require. The lounge features a 50-foot-long picture window with
fabulous views of the airfield and Minneapolis skyline, original art by
local artists and locally sourced stylish furnishings.
The food on offer has been chosen for its quality and freshness, with
local specialities appearing on the bespoke menu. Our chefs regularly
change the menu to reflect the seasons, and local cheeses and craft
beers ensure a regional feel. What’s more, the space includes a quiet
corner with iPads and individual seating, flight information displays,
and everything guests have come to expect of an Escape Lounge:
complimentary food and drink, free high speed Wi-Fi, USB and
charging outlets and a selection of newspapers and magazines.

“WE ARE PROUD TO BE THE FIRST U.S.
AIRPORT TO OFFER AN AMENITY THAT HAS
PROVEN POPULAR AMONG TRAVELLERS
OVERSEAS.”
JEFF HAMIEL
FORMER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR/CEO OF THE MAC
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CONNECTING WITH THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

ART IN THE
AIRPORT
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSURE
FOR THE LOCAL AND
REGIONAL ARTS COMMUNITY
Artwork in the lounge was sourced via the Minneapolis Airport
Arts and Culture Program. The objective of this program is
to provide international exposure for the local and regional
arts community through rotating exhibits, performing arts and
commissioned installations, such as the Escape Lounge.
A number of artists were short-listed and selected works for
the lounge were chosen from Vance Gellert’s current collection.
The artwork within the lounge depicts the local Minnesota
landscapes through a variety of black and white imagery,
which sits beautifully against the vibrant finishes of the lounge.

ESCAPE LOUNGE MSP

$2 MILLION
Capital Investment

5,000 FT

2

12 WEEKS
Build Time

131 GUESTS

100% ‘EXCELLENT’

TripAdvisor Visitor Rating as of December 2016

Lounge capacity

$45 ENTRY

($40 for online bookings)
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ESCAPE IN
OPERATION
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OUR OPERATIONAL
EXPERTISE ENSURES
A SMOOTHLY-RUN
EXPERIENCE
Responsible for operating eight different lounges
on two continents, MAG is an expert in the logistical
considerations it takes to install and operate Escape
Lounges. We pride ourselves on our experience and
our flexibility, both of which allow us not only to advise
airports on what is required, but also to tailor a specific
lounge to individual considerations.
We appreciate that no two airports are the same,
so whether you’d like to install a full service lounge
complete with shower facilities or a basic offering for
those just looking for a quick escape, we can help you
to meet your customers’ needs.
However, while Escape Lounge operations can be
flexible for the specified location, there are still typical
lounge dimensions and requirements to be adhered to.
They are displayed opposite for your reference.

HVAC
• Chilled water supply, based on 5,000 square foot lounge
(where possible): 44F EWT, 2.5” dia pipe, 40GPM
• Heating hot water supply based on 5,000 square foot lounge
(where possible): 100F EWT, 2” dia pipe, 15-25 GPM
• Rooftop or fan coil unit sized for 5,000-,000 CFM
depending on kitchen size and need
• Conditioned air from base building @ 1.5-2.0 CFM/sf
• Kitchen make-up air handling unit sized for 1,000-3,000 CFM
depending on kitchen size and need

KITCHEN EXTRACTOR

SPECIFICATION

• Typically 1,100-3,300 CFM to develop a 10% negative
pressure in the kitchen

SPACE

• Fire suppression will be required in the hood if
grease-laden vapor

From 1,000 sqft to 10,000 sqft.
5,000 sqft ideal for a full service lounge

• Grease filters will be built into the extract hood depending
type of cooking equipment used

DATA
POWER SUPPLY
200A @ 277/480V

DOMESTIC SERVICES

• Local tie-in to fiber (data) backbone and telecom service
• 15-20 Data points to support in-lounge services
• Wi-Fi for customer use

• FIDS/BIDS

• POS system

• IPTV

• Potable Cold Water: ¾” dia. service @ 30psi
• Potable Hot Water (where possible): ¾: dia. service @ 30psi

FIRE ALARM

• Natural Gas (where possible): 1” diameter service @ 2psi

Local Fire Alarm tie-in points to airport system

PA/VA

FIRE SPRINKLER

Local tie-in points to airport system

Capped/valved service w/ 3/4” drain valve
and hose end connection
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Rosemarie Andolino

Anthony Tangorra

CEO and President

Vice President - Commercial

+1 312 447 1898

+1 281 546 8679

Rosemarie.Andolino@magairports.com

Anthony.Tangorra@magairports.com

Michael Henning
Head of Lounge Operations

+1 646 979 3743
Michael.Henning@magairports.com

